






Chasing 

shadows

Finding 

skeletons

Tracking the archives 

of 

E.L. Mitchell

Joanna Sassoon



Backs of photographs show captions and reveal lives of individual prints



Excavating the archive

• Mitchell’s choices and lifestyle shaped his 
archives

• Mitchell (and the market) placed different 
values on the various different parts of his 
archive

• Institutional practice has subsequently 
shaped his archive



Mitchell & Co, travelling photographer c1902/1906 Print

Mitchell’s choices and lifestyle shaped his archives



Mitchell’s Guard book 

where he documented his 

photographs published in 

newspapers

Courtesy Preservation Services SLWA

Mitchell (and the market) 

placed different values 

on the various different parts 

of his archive



Interior of Mitchell’s house Whole plate glass negative



Hackett Hall, Public Library of WA,1913 Whole plate glass negative

Institutional practice has shaped Mitchell’s archive



Mitchell’s house in Claremont, Perth. Print



Ludwig Glauert remains of fossil marsupials from Mammoth Cave, 1914 Whole plate glass negative



Lodge cards from 

Freemasons 

Once held in SLWA



De-lamination 

From archives to orphans

• Removing from containers destroys 
contextual information

• Sorting and weeding changes an archive into 
a collection

• Numbering and documenting fixes new order

• Digitising focuses on image content



Mitchell and his friends, Stanthorpe, Qld c1907

Photocopy of print weeded from collection during processing



Potato growing Osborne Park
Print



 In context
Photograph in album

Digital orphan




Net fishing De Grey
Print from private album

Lantern slide digitised in reverse



Thinking with photographs

• Photography is a technology of multiples

• Each print created from a single negative is 
an individual document

• Each print was created to communicate a 
specific message

• Context shapes its meaning



A bend on the Frankland River near 

Nornalup, WA, 1917
Print



Context shapes meaning 

• Captions were often general

• Photographs became Western Australian when 
placed in state and Agent General collections

• Photographs became Australian when moved into 
the official Commonwealth collections

• Photographs became emblematic when published 
internationally







Why did one 

become iconic and 

one never become 

public?

Half plate glass negatives

 Shearing team, New 

Norcia 

Shearing team, North West





Aboriginal people from the Murchison selected 

to perform a corroboree for the French Mission, 

Guildford, 1918 





Looted, lost or hidden. 

Archives and Politics

Oslo

27.02.2018



Anonymous: Hustukten, 

(Paternal Discipline), Oil-

painting on canvas, Bergen, 

Norway, ca. 1795-1820.

An image brought to me

by a friend...







Anonymous: Hustukten, 

(Paternal Discipline), Oil-

painting on canvas, Bergen, 

Norway, ca. 1795-1820.



J.F.L. Dreier: 

”The White Bear”

Christopher Harmens (1774-1829)



Anonymous: Hustukten, 

(Paternal Discipline), Oil-

painting on canvas, Bergen, 

Norway, ca. 1795-1820.



Family chronicle from 1892

Detective work in the archives:



Anonymous: Hustukten, 

(Paternal Discipline), Oil-

painting on canvas, Bergen, 

Norway, ca. 1795-1820.



The Harmens office in the old German quarter in Bergen





From Hillebrand Harmens’ trade 

Archive, now kept in Bergen

University Library’s special collection



JENS JUEL: DET RYBERGSKE 

FAMILIEBILDE, 1797.

OLJE PÅ LERRET, 253 X 336.5 CM.

STATENS MUSEUM FOR KUNST, 

KØBENHAVN.

Danish-Norwegian connections: A comparison



No longer a small and innocent country

colonised by others

New research on Norway’s 

colonial engagement.



Illustration from: 

Per Eilstrup og Niels Erik Boesgaard, 

Fjernt fra Danmark. Billeder fra vore

Tropekolonier, Slavehandel og Kinafart,

Lademanns Forlagsaktieselskab, 

København 1974. 

”Idyllic scene with blacks and Danish

People at St.Croix.”

Denmark-Norway purchased St.Croix

from France in 1733.



Kjartan Fløgstad’s book, Fire and Water. 

Norwegians in South America from 1999



Danish plantation owner, and his slave.

From Per Eilstrup og Niels Erik Boesgaard, 

Fjernt fra Danmark. Billeder fra vore

Tropekolonier, Slavehandel og Kinafart,

Lademanns Forlagsaktieselskab, København 1974.



Anonymous: Hustukten, 

(Paternal Discipline), Oil-

painting on canvas, Bergen, 

Norway, ca. 1795-1820.



Jens Gran,

Sketches from Bergen

in old and newer times,

1873



Fra Tante Mine fortæller

Historier fra de gode, gamle Dage

Nedtegnede af H. Wiers-Jenssen

H.Aschehoug, Kristiania 1912



Fra Tante Mine fortæller

Historier fra de gode, gamle Dage

Nedtegnede af H. Wiers-Jenssen

H.Aschehoug, Kristiania 1912

“But the girl may be good even though she is a 

stranger, and what if he loves her Heinrich? What? 

Loving a catholic? I give a damned about the whole 

love thing, because that will pass, but catholic 

grandchildren, who neither may get a proper Christian 

baptism, nor upbringing, that will not pass. Or do you 

perhaps want to be ridiculed by everyone in your old 

age as the grandmother of half negro-children? I 

certainly don’t!”



Paternal Disclipine – as a musical at the national theatre in Bergen, DNS, 2011



Fra DNS: Peder Paaske

Maria, kreolerinnen

Fotograf: Leif Gabrielsen 

Dorina Marie Eldøy-Iversen 







Anonymous: Hustukten, 

(Paternal Discipline), Oil-

painting on canvas, Bergen, 

Norway, ca. 1795-1820.


